The pseudoperturbative shifted -l expansion technique PSLET [12, 16] 
Introduction
Besides its importance in quantum field theory and chemical physics, quantal isotropic anharmonic oscillator
is also a popular theoretical laboratory for examining the validity of approximation techniques [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Therefore, it has been a subject of an enormous number of papers ( long list of these could be found in [3] ). However, most of these studies are devoted to one spatial dimension (1D). Nevertheless, there has been a considerable interest, since the end of the 1960s as a result of studies in the far infrared and microwave regions, in the analysis of twoand three -dimensional ( 2D and 3D, respectively) anharmonic oscillators [6, and references therein] . Among the most recent ones, to the best of our knowledge, exist the work of Lakshmanan et al. [6] and Taseli [7] . They have treated the 2D -and 3D -anharmonic oscillators via a phase -integral [6] (PIM) and a series solution, weighted by an appropriate function, [7] (SSM) methods. Hence, further studies of such oscillators should be of great interest.
In many problems, on the other hand, the Hamiltonian does not contain any physical parameter suitable for a perturbation expansion treatment.
More often, the Hamiiltonian contains physical parameters, but, typically, zeroth -order solutions for especial values of these are not tractable or good starting approximations. Moreover, it is well known that the implementation of Rayleigh -Schrödinger perturbation theory, or even naive perturbation series, expresses the eigenvalue of the AHO as a formal power series in α which is quite often divergent, or at best asymptotic, for every α = 0. One has therefore to resort to summation tools to sum up such series [12] [13] [14] [15] . Hence, apparently artificial perturbation theories have been devised and proven to be ways to make progress [1,9,10,12,16-21, etc In a preceding paper [12] , we have treated the nodeless states of the AHO
(1) via a pseudoperturbation shifted -l expansion technique (PSLET), where l denotes the angular momentum quantum number. Successfully, the same recipe has been applied to quasi -relativistic harmonic oscillator [16] , and spiked harmonic oscillator, etc [17] .
Encouraged by its satisfactory performance in handling nodeless states, we feel tempted to generalize PSLET recipe ( in section 2) for states with arbitrary number of nodal zeros, k ≥ 0. Moreover, in the underlying timeindependent radial Schrödinger equation, inh = m = 1 units,
the isomorphism between orbital angular momentum l and dimensionality D invites interdimensional degeneracies [7, [22] [23] [24] . Which, in effect, allows us to generate the ladder of excited states for any given k and nonzero l from the l=0 result, with that k, by the transcription
for even D, and
for odd D. For more details the reader may refer to ref.s [7, 22, 25] . We therefore calculate, in section 3, the energies for 2D -and 3D -anharmonic oscillators, for a given number of nodes k and different values of l, and construct part of its D -dimensional bound -state spectra. We compare our results with those from PIM [6] , SSM [7] , exact and an open perturbation solutions [9] . Section 4 is devoted for concluding remarks.
The generalized PSLET
Although some of the following expressions have appeared in previous articles [12, 16, 17] , we would like to repeat them to make this article self contained.
We simply start with shifting the angular momentum quantum number l in (2) throughl = l − β and use 1/l as a pseudoperturbation expansion parameter. Where β is a suitable shift introduced to remove the poles that would emerge, at lowest orbital states with l = 0, in our expansions below.
Hence, equation (2) reads (5) where Q is a constant that scales the potential V (q) at large -l D limit ( the pseudoclassical limit [22] ) and is set, for any specific choice of l D and k, equal tol 2 at the end of the calculations. Here l D = l + (D − 3)/2, to incorporate the interdimensional degeneracies associated with the isomorphism between angular momentum and dimensionality D. Hence,l −→l = l D − β through out this paper. Next, we shift the origin of the coordinate system through
where q o is currently an arbitrary point to be determined below. Expansions about this point, x = 0 (i.e. q = q o ), localize the problem at q o and the derivatives, in effect, contain information not only at q o but also at any point on q-axis, in accordance with Taylor's theorem. Equation (5) thus becomes
with
where
It is then convenient to expand E k,l as
Equation (6), along with (7)- (11), is evidently the one -dimensional Schrödinger equation for a perturbed harmonic oscillator
where w 2 = 2B 2 ,
and P (x) represents the remaining terms in Eq.(6) as infinite power series perturbations to the harmonic oscillator. One would then imply that
and
Hence, equations (15) and (16) yield
Where q o is chosen to minimize E
Hereby, V (q) is assumed to be well behaved so that E
has a minimum q o and there are well -defined bound -states. Equation (21) in turn gives, with
Consequently, the second term in Eq. (7) vanishes and the first term adds a constant to the energy eigenvalues. It should be noted that the energy term
corresponds roughly to the energy of a classical particle with angular momentum L z =l executing circular motion of radius q o in the potential V (q o ).
It thus identifies the zeroth -order approximation, to all eigenvalues, as a classical approximation and the higher -order corrections as quantum fluctuations around the minimum q o , organized in inverse powers ofl. The next correction to the energy series,lE
k,l , consists of a constant term and the exact eigenvalues of the harmonic oscillator w 2 x 2 /2.The shifting parameter β is determined by choosinglE
k,l =0. This choice is physically motivated. In addition to its vital role in removing the singularity at l = 0, it also requires the agreements between PSLET eigenvalues and eigenfunctions with the exact well known ones for the harmonic oscillator and Coulomb potentials. Hence
where primes of V (q o ) denote derivatives with respect to q o . Then equation (6) reduces to
Setting the wave functions with any number of nodes as
equation (24) readily transforms into the following Riccati equation:
where the primes denote derivatives with respect to x. It is evident that this equation admits solution of the form
Substituting equations (27) - (30) into equation (26) implies
The above procedure obviously reduces to the one described by Mustafa and Odeh [12, 16, 17] , when k = 0. Moreover, the solution of equation (31) follows from the uniqueness of power series representation. Therefore, for a given k we equate the coefficients of the same powers ofl and x, respectively. For example, when k = 1 one obtains
etc. Here, we reported the nonzero coefficients only. One can then calculate the energy eigenvalues and eigenfunctions from the knowledge of C m,n,k , D m,n,k , and a (n) p,k in a hierarchical manner. Nevertheless, the procedure just described is suitable for a software package such as MAPLE to determine the energy eigenvalue and eigenfunction corrections up to any order of the pseudoperturbation series (12) . Although the energy series, equation (12), could appear divergent, or, at best, asymptotic for smalll, one can still calculate the eigenenergies to a very good accuracy by forming the sophisticated [N,M] Padé approximation [1] 
to the energy series (12). The energy series (12) is calculated up to E
and with the P 
Our recipe is therefore well prescribed.
D -anharmonic oscillator spectra
In this section we consider the phenomenologically useful and methodically challenging AHO interactions (1) . and illustrate the above mentioned procedure.
The substitution of (1) in (23), for k ≥ 0, implies
and Eq. (22) yields
Once q o is determined (often numerically) the coefficients C m,n,k , D m,n,k , and Clearly, the accuracy of PSLET increases for larger k and/or l. The P 4 4 (1/l) Padé approximant enhances the accuracy, although its effect is not dramatic for weak anharmonicities. Hence, one proceeds with confidence and obtain, via (39), the 3D -energies ( table 4) for states with k = 1 and l = 1, 5, 10. In doing so, one should keep the stability of the Padé squence in point ( for more details on this issue the reader may refer to [16] ). The same recipe is used to calculate the 2D -AHO energies ( table 5) for states with k = 0, 1 and l = 0, 1, 5, 10. Then the D -dimensional spectra follow from the implicated wisdom of (3) and (4) (i.e.: the 2D -and 3D -AHO energies are the basic ingredients for the construction of the D -dimensional ones [22] ).
Concluding remarks
In this work we have generalized PSLET [12, 16, 17] Finally, the applicability of PSLET extends far beyond the present D -dimensional anharmonic oscillator model. It could be applied to angular momentum states of multi -electron atoms [23, 24] , quark -antiquark models [31] , 2D -Hydrogenic donor states in an arbitrary magnetic fields [32] , 2D -magnetoexcitons [33] , two -electron quantum dots [34] , etc. 
